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Almost all of the 3.1053 ergs liberate d in a core collapse supernova is radiated as
neutrinos by the cooling neutron star. These neutrinos can excite nuclei in the mantle
of the star by their neutral and charged current reactions. The resulting spallation
reactions are an important nucleosynthesis mechanism that may be responsible for
the galactic abunda.nces of 7Li, 11B, 19F, laSLa, iS°Ta, and a number of other nuclei.

During a Type II supernova approximat.ely 3.10 s3 ergs is released by the cooling neutron
star in the form of neutrinos of all flavors. 1'2 These neutrinos can interact inelastically wit li

the nuclei in the various ejected shells of the supernova via neutral or charged currents, oft.cii

exciting particle unbound states that decay by neutron, proton, or a-emission, e.g.

(Z,A)+v---,(Z,A)*+v'_ (Z-!,A-1) + V +i,'.

(Z-2, A-4) + c_

The higher temperature muon and tauon neutrinos, T -_ 8 MeV, are of particular impor-

tance because these neutrinos are capable of exciting both allowed and first-forbidden giemt

resonance states. 3 This talk focuses on the important, nucleosynthesis accompanying suc,ll

reactions, which we call the neutrino process. 4,_

While the mechanism of a core-collapse supernova is still poorly understood, theorists

agree 1,2 that the total number of neutrinos and antineutrinos produced by the core collaps(:'
s The vast maj:_rit\" ofand subsequent cooling of a massive (,,_ 20 Mo) s'_.ar is aboul ,,' . .

these neut;-inos are emitted as the neutron star cools: the neutrino luminosity after shocl¢

breakout at the neutrinosphere is well approximated by an exponential decay curve v,'itl_

a time constant w_ ,-, 3s. The mean energy of the muon and tauon neutrinos is about 25

MeV. Because charged current interactions lead to a larger v_ - .e scattering cross sectiol_,

the electron neutrino distributions are cooler (T ,,_ 4 MEV).

Prior to the arrival of the shock wave (generated by the core bounce) a stellar zone at

some fixed radius experiences an exponentially declining neutrino flux at approximately con-

li stant temperature and density. This is the pre-processing phase. As the shock wave passes
, 'lll ' ', m,_ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '_" ' '' llp
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through this zone the temperature rises to some peak value, and the necessary overpressure

is generated to drive the zone outward in a rapid expansion. In the subsequent dynamic

post-processing phase the temperature and density drop rapidly as a result of the adiabatic

expansion of the zone, and the radial expansion leads to an additional reduction in the

effective neutrino flux. We will see that important neutrino-induced nucleosynthesis occurs

in both of these phases. The initial conditions encountered in the preprocessing phase are

the end result of the star's evolution through hydrostatic burning. Our explorations were

carried out for a "typical" Type II supernova progenitor of 20 M®. 6'7 The specific model was

that of Woosley and Weaver s, a Population I presupernova star that was evolved without

mass loss, including semiconvection, and using the Caughlan et at. (1985)reaction rate for

12C(a,,7)160. 9 The star begins its lifetime burning hydrogen, with an initiM composition

taken from Cameron except for an increase in helium mass fraction to 0.25 (and a corre-

sponding decrease in the hydrogen mass fraction). After hydrogen burning has finished,

the resulting ashes determine the initial composition at the onset of helium burning. This

process continues, withthe ashes of helium burning providing the starting composition for

the carbon burning phase, etc. The result, just prior to core collapse, is a star with an iron

core surrounded by layers of silicon, oxygen, neon, carbon, helium, and hydrogen (Fig. 1).
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FIGURE 1

Mass fractions as a function of radius for the pre-supernova 20 Mo star,

Inelastic neutral current scattering off nuclei is the principM reaction that generates

the neutrino process. 3 Although all neutrino flavors participate in this process, the higher



temperature muon and tauon neutrinos are more important: the reactions of energetic

neutrinos are favored by phase space, particularly in .eases where nuclear thresholds are

high. In addition, these neutrinos can strongly excite firsbforbidden transitions to giant

resonances which, as discussed below, dominate cross sections at intermediate energies.a

To fully incorporate neutrino physics into the standard explosive nucleosynthesis reaction

network, we required neutrino scattering cross sections and associated particle breakup

branching ratios for approximately 300 light, and medium mass nuclei. We began by studying

a subset of 18 "node.nuclei" that included most of the network species that accumulate

appreciably: 4He, BBe, 12C, 14N, 160, 2°Ne, 24Mt, 2sSi, a2S, 3_Ar, 4°Ca, 44Ti, 4sCf, _2Fe,

15_Fe, _Ni, 6°Zn, and S°Zr. Detailed shell model studies were then undertaken to estimate

. the inclusive responses of these nuclei to supernova neutrinos. These results were then

extrapolated to other network nuclei, using a scheme that took into account the dependence
of Gamow-Teller and first'forbidden cross sections on A and Z. s

The neutrino Spectra were taken to be Fermi-Dirac distributions having temperatures _1'

and zero chemical potential
0.555 E _

n(E)= T 3 cB/T+I'

Calculations were performed for neutrino energies up to 150 MeV, so that accurate spectrum-

averaged cross sections could be obtained for the highest temperatures of interest (T _ 12

MEV),

The results are in accord with qualitative expectations, The closed-shell nuclei (4He, 1GO,

4°Ca) have smaller cross sections, a result, of the weak GT strength and high thresholds for

exciting isovector states, Because they are dominated by first-forbidden contributions, these

cross sections have a steep T dependence, Nuclei in the middle of shells have substantial

GT strength and thus the largest cross sections. At, low T these nuclei scatter neutrinos

much more efficiently. However, the cross sections rise less steeply in T than in the case

of the closed-shell nuclei. At T ,-_ 10 MeV all large differences between nuclei have been

smoothed out by the growing giant resonance response, Thus, at typical muon and t.auon

neutrino temperatures, the cross sections/nucleon (_ ].0-42cm 2) are roughly independent of

the nuclear species.

Branching ratios for the various deca}, channels of the excited nuclei were obtained

ft'ore Hauser-Feshbach optical model calculations. Nuclear level densities were taken from a

statistical formula, and the allowed decay channels were assumed to be n, p, c_, d, all, 3Ho,

and 7. In most cases only the n, p, c_, and 7 channels are important. The code assumes

isotopically pure nuclear states, and we neglected the small (,-_ 1%) isoscalar component in

neutrino scattering.

The entire program described above was repeated for the charged current, reactions

(_,, e-) and (f), e+). Note that the Fermi operator now contributes to allowed cross sections.

Coulomb effects on the electron phase space and on the positions of giant, resonances (in the

Goldhaber-Teller model) were taken into account.
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Detailed results for neutrino process nucleosynthesis in each of the major supernova

shells and during both the preprocessing and postprocessing phases are discussed in Ref, 5.
(_oome of the principal points can be summarized'

1) The net result of the neutrino process includes the instantaneous production of new

isotopes, and also all of the subsequent nuclear reactions of the coproduced protons, neu-

trons, alphas, etc. In some cases the net effect of these reactions is to de_',troy i,}ieprodlzct

of interest; in others, these reactions may themselves produce new elements.

2) The products of the neutrino process may not survive the heating (and associated

i nuclear reactions) accompanying shock wave passage. Thus the effect of shock-wave heating
i is an important, component of the calculations.

: 3) The post-processing phase is of particular importance for interior shells that expand off'

--: the neutron star at early times. Further shock-wave heating does not ocur. The composition

: of the shell during the neutrino illumination depends on the thermodynamic conditions

i extant in the hydrodynamically expa_,ding and exponentially cooling material.

= 4) There are uncertainties in our calculations resulting from neutrino'nucleus cross sec-,

_- tions, hadronic cross sections contributing to the networkprocessing, the presupernova conl-

position of the star, and the spectra and numbers of emitted neutrinos. We "also anticipatc,

that some differences may arise when we extend our present work, specific toa particular

presupernova progenitor s, to a wider range of po_sible parent stars.

, 19F, laSLa, and iS°Ta may be dueOur calculations suggest abundances of vi,: 11B,

almost entirely to the v-process. Significant, _mounts of l°B, 15N, 22Na, 26A1, 31p, asC1,

a9'4°I_, 51V, 45Sc, 49Ti, _°V, '_SMn, _9Co, and 6aCo are also produced sothat, within the,

uncertainties of the model, these isotopes may also owe their origin predominant, ly t,o the:

v-process. Below the production of 7Li, 11B, and 19F is discussed in more detail.

The only stable isotope of fluorine, 19F, has a low solar abundance relative to its neighbor,

2°Ne, of 1/3100. Thus one can account for the entire observed abundance of 19F by producing

this isotope, in the same site where 2°Ne is synthesized, with a relative efficiency of only
0,03%.

The neutral current response for 2°Ne is dominated by states above the threshold for

pa.rticle breakup. The optical model predictions for the 2°Ne(z,, #n.)lgNe and 2°Ne(2,, v_p)l_'_F

branching ratios are 30% and 66% respectively. The neon rich shell, i.e., the region wh<,r_,

carbon has at least partially burned but neon has not, lies between (0.7-3.4).109cm in our 20

Me progenitor. For a distance of 2.10 '_cm, a total energy in # and r neutrinos of 3.10 sa ergs,

and an average neutrino temperature of 10 MeV, one finds that the total (instantaneous)

production of mass-19 nuclei relative to _°Ne parent nuclei is 0.3%, or about an order of

magnitude larger than the solar ratio, However, the survival of these nuclei at this point

is c_till in doubt,: both the nuclear processing of the protons and neutrons coproduced witl_

I the mass-19 nuclei and the nuclear heating when the shock wave (the ejection mechanisn_

passes can destroy these fragile nuclei.

_ nH '" ' _ ' ' " m II '[11 I_ ' ,_ ..... r ........ li_ , ,



The network calculations show 4,5 that a,lmost ali of the l_Ne is quickly destroyed, pri-

marily by 19Ne(n,a'). Thus this isotope does not survive to produce I_F by _ decay. The

19F can also be destroyed, with the key reaction being 19F(p,a)lao, However this process

is the dominant proton reaction only if 191;'is abundant. Otherwise 23Na(p,a)2°Ne absorbs

the protons. As the cross section for producing 19F is sharply dependent on Tr, the con_-

petition between these two reactions generates an interesting mechanism that prevents the

overproduction of 19F and predicts a correla.tion between the 19F production and 2aNa

Table 1. Cross Sections, Fluences, and Nucleosynthesis of l_F.

I T. (MEV) 4 6 8 10 12

2°Ne(r,, 7/rt)lgNe a 0.093 0.93 3.6 8.6 16.1

2°Ne(v, v_p)lgF" 0,25 2.2 7.9 18.6 34.4

_b_o_(Crn,'2)I' 2.96 1.97 1.48 1.18 0,99

[19F/20Ne ] 0.28 1.2 2.3 2.2 2.2

[_9F/2° Ne]/ 0.14 0.6 1.2 1.1 1.1

a Cross section in 10 -42 cm 2 (average for v and/9

b Total fluence (103s/cm 2) of# and r neutrinos and a,ntlneutrinos a,t 2 x 10'9 cm

The second survival factor is the peak "explosion temperature" achieved when the sl_ock

wave passes through the 2°Ne shell. At, a radius of 10_ cm tt_e peak temperature is about

2.5.109 K, while at 3. 109cm the value is lower, about 109 K. Fluorine is efficiently destroyed

by lUF(3,, c_)15N for temperatures T _>1.7.109 K. Thus only the 19F produced at large radii

can survive the shock-wave heating.

The results of Woosley and Haxton 4 for the production of 19F are summarized in T_-

ble 1. (A more careful calculation appears in Ref. 5.) The quantity [_gF/2°Ne] gives tl_('

l_F/2°Ne production ratio, normalized to the solar value, _dter all nuclear processing t_as

been completed, in the absence of shock-wave heating. The quantity [_gF/_°Ne]f, the fi_l

ejected abundance ratio, gives the reduced value thai results from including shock-wav_,

heating.

For neutrino temperatures near the expected value (_, 8 MeV) the ejected ratio is very

close to that observed in the sun. Assuming an uncertainty of a factor or two in the cosmic

_"F/_°Ne abundance, we also see that temperatures much below 6 MeV appear to be ruled

out, assuming that the v-process is the dominaat, nucleosynthesis mechanism for this_element.

Thus _F serves as a crude supernova muon/tauon neutrino thermometer. Note that til(,

growing importance of the reaction _"F(p, a)_O prevents the overproduction of _"F for T,, >

8 MeV. The discovery of a plausible nucleosynthesis mechanism for _"F is a pleasing result.
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Another classic puzzle is presented by 11B. Traditionally boron has been explained as

a cosmic ray spMlationproduct. However, 11B is underproduced relative to l°B irl this

process, leading to the suggestion that an (otherwise) undetected low-energy component ill

the comnic ray flux couldpreferentially produce the heavier isotope. Similar calculatiolls

to those described above suggest that this contrived solution is unnecessary: the neutrino

process production of 1:B by 12C(v,v'n)'_lC ---, 11B in the 12C shell is very robust, fully#
accounting for the observed abundance of this isotope.

Perhaps the most exciting result is theproduction of 7Li, an isotope of great importance

because of its role in the big bang. The standard big bang nucleosynthesis of this elem'ent,

however, is not sufficient to account for the observed abundance. 1° We find th_t 7Li (but very

little 6Li) cml 'be made from neutral current interactions with helium in two distinct stellar

regions. Production in the helium shell, following spallation, occurs through sH(a,_')TLi

and SHe(a, 7)TBe. Under certain conditions (an a-rich freeze out), it may also be produced

during the post-processing phase, clue to neutrino reactions with helium produced as the

high-ten,perature ejecta cools in nuclear statisticM equilibrium. The total 7Li production in

our 20 54® model is about 0.6 of the observed abundance, which suggests that the v-process

is responsible for most of the galactic 7Li.
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